our story of linen
Linen, a sustainable vegetal fiber
Linen grows and flourishes in a yearly cyclical process, therefore linen is
sustainable.
Linen is a textile made from the fibers of the plant Linen Usitatissimum, which
is a graceful annual plant that grows up to one meter (three feet) high and
produces attractive blue flowers.
The best growing conditions for linen can be found in Europe where the cool,
damp regions of northern France, Belgium and The Netherlands provide a
perfect environment.

Linen, the history
In ancient Egypt linen garments were worn as a display of wealth throughout
life and afterlife. Cleopatra dressed in linen fabric and the Egyptians mummified
bodies with linen cloth.
In the Roman Empire linen was a sign of royalty and purity. The Romans wore
linen robes and dressed their women in linen gowns.
In the 15th century Venetian artists first started to paint on linen and
afterwards it became the principal stable substrate for all great schools of
European Painting.
In the ages to come linen was the predominant plant in Europe and the
finest linens were produced in the “linen triangle” in Western Europe: Ireland,
Scotland, France, Germany, Belgium and The Netherlands.
During the industrial revolution in the 19th century, the linen production as a
cottage industry was replaced by power looms in cities.
The first spinning mill opened in 1787 and in 1812 linen was successfully woven
on power looms.
Because of its inherent strength, fiber stability and the ability to absorb up to
20% of its own weight in moisture, linen today is used in aviation, automotive
industry, insulation, clothing, flooring and interior decoration for upholstery,
drapery and wallcovering.

Linen, the process
The plant is harvested once they reach the length of one meter. This is done by
pulling the whole plant from the soil to ensure that the sap is not lost and the
longest fibers are preserved. After that the plants are left in the field to allow
the retting. Retting is a process whereby exposure to sun, dew and rain allows
the fibrous external skin to loosen from the central woody core of the plant.

tapetex wall materials
After retting the plant is scutched, a mechanical process that removes the linen
fibers from the woody core. Then the fibers must be combed, which transfers
the fibers into soft, lustrous ribbons, similar to ash blond hair, and prepares the
fibers for the next process, spinning.
The longest fibers are called “line fibers” and are used for fine wet spinning.
The shortest fibers, called “tow” are used for dry spinning and result in more
coarse qualities of linen. The yarns are allocated a metric number (Nm) which
corresponds to the number of kilometers of yarn that can be used out of one
kilo of yarn. The higher the number, the finer the yarn.

Linen, from yarn to fabric
Once the yarns are spun, they are ready for weaving. The yarns are either
“yarn dyed” before weaving or stay unfinished (ecru). Then the yarns are
beamed on a warp beam, which holds the vertical yarns within a woven
fabric. The beam is attached to a weaving loom and weaving takes place by
inserting the horizontal weft yarn between the warp yarns.
The woven fabric is, if yarn dyed before weaving, ready for further
processing. If the yarns were unfinished the fabric is now called “greige
goods” and should be whitened first before further processing.
Different weaving looms can produce 3 different types of weaving:
Flat woven, Dobby woven and Jacquard woven.
Flat or plain woven is the most basic weaving form, with consecutively one yarn
up and one yarn down, an example in this book is the Eurolin.
Dobby weaving creates small patterns such as a herringbone, an example in
this book is the Muralin.
Jacquard weaving is used to create larger and more complicated designs, an
example in this book is the Tessalin.

Linen and Tapetex
Tapetex, Masters in Textile Wallcovering since 1975, run today by the second and
third family generation, values to maintain this ancient European linen tradition in
samplebook Tapetex 68 – Linen.
Tapetex stands for integrated sustainable manufacturing. The raw materials
used must be sustainable, the machinery state of the art, the energy totally
green and all processes water based. Our workforce is also part of the Tapetex
sustainability concept; no temporary workers, no overwork or nightshifts and all
manual labor is eliminated.
We try to create the best environment for our workers to ensure the wellknown Tapetex top quality at all times.

